
I310	  Course	  Project:	  Overview

Description
This semester-long individual project will allow you to critically engage with new media principles, 
dynamics and technologies through creating a new media artifact. The new media artifact you create 
could be video, audio, text, images, or multimedia. Start with a subject or content you find 
interesting, meaningful, funny, intriguing, provocative, important, crazy, fun, or... you get the idea. Be 
creative! It is up to you to decide what your artifact will look like and what it will be used for, as well 
as who your audience will be. This is your own personal project that you will be working on for the 
whole semester and that you can take away from this course, so make sure it is something you love 
(or at least won’t mind spending a significant amount of  time with over the next few months).

There are only two major requirements for the specific project you choose to do: 1) it must be 
substantial enough for you to reasonably work on for the first three months of  the course for about 
two hours per week; and 2) it must require you to learn some sort of  technical skill. This second 
requirement is designed to push you out of  your existing comfort zone and allow you to explore 
something you have not worked with before. This is meant to be an opportunity, not something 
scary: the final output we will expect from you will be in relation to the skill set with which you began 
the course. So if  you currently have very limited video editing skills but throughout the semester you 
become familiar with a piece of  video editing software and produce a simple edited video, that will 
be fantastic. On the other hand, if  you are already a savvy video editor and would like to expand 
those skills, you will be expected to master the more advanced features of  the software you work 
with and produce something like a more complex video mashup. As a general guide, you should 
spend, on average, around two hours per week on the project; scope your project accordingly.

This is an individual project. But, just as in the real world you will rarely work in isolation, you will 
not be alone in this project either. You will be placed into small groups of  roughly three to four of  
your peers in your lab section, where you will meet every week in order to share ideas, resources, and 
skills, and to critique each others’ work in progress. These groups are for support only: there will be 
no group deliverable.

That having been said, a group project is not completely out of  the question. If  a group of  you 
would like to do something together, come talk to me. But keep in mind that there will still be 
individual deliverables (analytic papers and status reports), and that expectations for a group project 
would be significantly greater than for an individual project.

Project	  Stages
There are three major stages of  the project:
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• Exploration and proposal. First you will explore your subject area, inspirational examples, 
and available technologies and their capabilities; and craft a detailed proposal for the specific 
project that you will work on.

• Prototyping. In this phase you will collect any necessary data or media, work on acquiring 
the technical skills you will need, create a few initial prototypes of  your work, and get feedback 
on these from your peers and the instructors.

• Presentation and critique. In the presentation phase you will complete and finalize your 
work and present it to others, as well as critique the work of  your peers.

Deliverables
There are four types of  deliverables for the project:

• Project proposal. In the project proposal you will give an overview of  the project, a 
proposed timeline, technologies to be used and skills to be acquired. As part of  the proposal 
process and deliverable you will also set up your project plan in Freedcamp (freedcamp.com).

• Status reports. Every two weeks you will submit a report briefly describing what activities 
you have done and how much time you spent doing them, how things are going, and any 
questions you have for the instructors. If  your progress on the project becomes out of  sync 
with what you proposed in your project proposal in terms of  content, scope, technology, 
timeline, etc., you should also report this. There will be no penalty for this (provided you are 
putting in reasonable and regular effort). In fact, it is expected that your projects will evolve 
somewhat as you work on them. However, if  it seems you will need to seriously revise your 
project from what you initially proposed you should consult with the instructors.

• Analytic papers. There will be a short (roughly two pages) analytic paper due at the end of  
each phase of  the project and course. This paper will require you to apply concepts from the 
course readings and lectures in teasing out some of  the various aspects of  your projects and 
looking at them critically. For the first two papers you will be looking at your own project, 
and for the third you will critique one of  your peers’ projects.

• Project. You should post a link to your project on the class blog and Oncourse assignment, 
along with a brief  (3-4 paragraphs) reflective description of  what it’s all about, what 
motivated you to pursue this project, what the process was like, etc.

More detail on all of  the deliverables will be provided closer to their due dates.
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Project	  Schedule

Week Assignment

1

New	  Media	  Properties	  and	  ConceptsNew	  Media	  Properties	  and	  Concepts

2 This week you should look for examples that can inspire your project. Surf the Web! 
Look at Webby award winners, lolcats, YouTube... Whatever strikes your fancy. Find a 
handful of new media examples that you like, and share at least one of your favorites on 
the course blog (and look at what your classmates are sharing for inspiration while you’re 
at it). Try to figure out what technologies and processes were used to make the examples 
you find and think about what technical skills you would like to have. 

3 Think about what interests you, what you’re passionate about, what you wish you could 
spend more time on.. Then brainstorm a few ideas on how you might be able to bring 
those together in your project. Also start looking for resources that could help you learn 
the technical skills you think you might need.

This week you need to nail down what you’re going to do for your project and write your 
project proposal. 

First status report due Friday, September 7 by 5pm (Oncourse assignment).

4 Project proposal due Monday, September 10, by 5pm (Oncourse assignment and 
Freedcamp).
Your proposal should be roughly two pages in length, and should include:
• A description of the project and the media artifact(s) you will create, including the 

type of content and the technological platforms and tools you will use. For example, 
you might use video footage (content) that you edit in iMovie (tool) and eventually 
upload to Vimeo (platform).

• A description of your intended audience and any cultural norms associated with that 
audience that you need to be aware of and/or plug into. For example, if you are 
doing an artistic/creative video, there might be a norm of posting that type of 
content on Vimeo rather than YouTube. On the other hand, if you are doing 
something involving lolcats, YouTube would clearly be the proper home for that 
content. When describing your audience it is fine to say something along the lines of 
“The same audience that consumes X type of  content.”

• A description of the technical skill(s) you will need to acquire in order to do this 
project, and of  the resources you have located that will help you do so.

• A tentative schedule that accounts for each week from now until the project is due in 
week 13 and lays out what you will need to do each week in order to finish your 
project by the deadline (hopefully with some breathing room). This timeline will 
inevitably change as you actually work on the project, but having at least a general 
game plan and list of  things you need to do is essential.

• A brief  description of  how your project relates to the themes of  the course.

5 Second status report due Friday, September 21 by 5pm (Oncourse assignment).
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Week Assignment

6 First analytic paper due Friday, September 28 by 5pm (Oncourse assignment).

New	  Media	  CulturesNew	  Media	  Cultures

7 Third status report due Friday, October 5 by 5pm (Oncourse assignment).

8 No practice session October 12— Fall Break!

9 Fourth status report due Friday, October 19 by 5pm (Oncourse assignment).

10

11 Second analytic paper due Friday, November 2 by 5pm (Oncourse assignment).

Fifth status report due Friday, November 2 by 5pm (Oncourse assignment).

New	  Media	  CritiqueNew	  Media	  Critique

12

13 Projects due Friday, November 16 by 5pm (blog and Oncourse assignment).

No practice session November 23— Happy Thanksgiving!

14 Project presentations in class

15 Project presentations in class

Third analytic paper due Friday, December 7 by 5pm (Oncourse assignment).
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